It's likely undetermined case that the observed signal is less than the number of source number, while the FSK signal of track circuit is mixed with a variety of interference signal. The traditional independent component analysis (ICA) cannot separate source signals. The article separate source signals use the algorithm of FSK signal underdetermined blind separation based on particle swarm optimization. Finally through the computer simulation, it show this method can effectively separate the FSK signal interference signals, and have good separation performance.
Introduction
Typically, the detection of track circuit frequency-shift signal, time domain signal filtering, spectral analysis, or can transform traditional methods such as [1] [2] But because the impact of interference signals, FSK Signal detection accuracy and reliability has been greatly restricted. Blind source separation (Blind Source Separation, BSS) method has been widely used in the fields of signal processing. The so-called blind source separation, that is, in the absence of prior knowledge of the case, solely on the basis of the statistical characteristics of the input signal, recovered from the observed mixed signal source signals. Restoration of signals and signal compared to the sort of fuzziness and amplitude scaling issues, but retain the source waveform information. Blind source separation of track circuit frequency-shift signal, some scholars made a lot of important work. Chai Xiaodong [3] , such as independent component analysis (ICA) separated by the method of interference signals; Liu [4] presents the orthogonality constraint variable step size Adaptive blind source separation algorithm has achieved good results. But the study is in the case of definite and positive definite, namely signal vector dimension greater than or equal to the source signal vector dimension. In practical work, poorly defined the number of source signals, sensors also determines the number of distribution, but limited by cost, often have sensors smaller than the number of source signals [5] [6] [7] [8] .
This paper introduces the sparse underdetermined blind source separation algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm and study of clustering algorithm based on Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm to estimate the mixing matrix; increased use of particle swarm optimization algorithm for solving optimization problems with linear constraints, get the source signal and the evaluation analyzes the algorithm performance.
Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm for solving optimization problems with linear constraints
Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm for sparse component analysis Blind signal separation based on Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm for sparse algorithms are as follows:
(1) The mixed signals () Pxt (1,2,,) tT = L from a sparse field. In order to achieve source signal reconstruction with sparse transform,.
Algorithm simulation
Simulation of signal representation FSK is the signal that discrete signals using digital signal carrier frequency shift keying modulation signal. the FSK signal that discussed in this paper is continuous phase, binary modulation commonly used in the track circuit.
Continuous phase FSK time domain expression:
In equation: In equation： 1 ω ， 2 ω is modulation frequency and carrier frequency; m coefficients of modulation;ϕ ,θ modulation frequency and carrier initial phase. In the field environment, it often subject to the effect of 50Hz power-line interference 3 s . The mixed-signal mixed with interference is represented as:
At the same time 2 Set of mixed signals get from track circuits: 
Simulation experiment
Simulation experiment to the FSK signal, FM jamming signal, power frequency interference signals as three source, as shown in figure 2, Mix matrix: 0.95780.58120.9285 0.28730.81370.3714 A  =   (9) By equation(1) get mixed signals 1 x and 2 x , as shown in figure 3 . You can see two mixed signal is not sparse signals, sparse signal (()) Pxt (1,2,,) tT = L is obtained by wavelet packet transform, and the scatter diagram as shown in figure 3 . After normalization (()) Pxt ′ ，the scatterplot by figure 4 . As can be seen that the corresponding point clustering integration is not strong, lead to confusion matrix A deviation is bigger. For threshold processing (())
Pxt ′ , sparse of the signal increase, the scatter as shown in figure 5 . By clustering method based on particle optimization, estimation of the mixing matrix A . The source of the signal show in figure 6 . The source signals and separation between the correlation coefficient are shown in table 1. From figure 6 shows the algorithm is effective and can be seen from table 1 of the BSS algorithm has good separation performance. 
Conclusions
This article in view of the FSK signal detection of frequency shift track circuit may appear underdetermined, "two steps" sparse component analysis method is used for mixed signal blind source separation, and in the first step of the particle optimization algorithm is adopted to clustering algorithm is optimized, in the second step when using particle optimization algorithm with constraints was used to solve linear programming, the source signals. For mixed signal sparse transformation, set the appropriate threshold, can improve the signal sparse, and then improve the estimation precision of mixed matrix; Computer simulation results show that the method can restore the source signal, and better separation performance.
